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WELCOME
If you want to travel in a group of friends, family or
colleagues, you’ve come to the right place.

GUIDED WALKING & SIGHTSEEING

A perfect mix of guided walking interspersed by
sightseeing to explore local culture and heritage
of Montenegro.

We offer excellent, personal customer service to
Group Organisers who are looking for a Walking/
Hiking or Special Interest Holiday – and some
great savings too.

WE EXIST…

Wild Montenegro Travel Agency is committed
to delivering outstanding hiking adventures to
the best mountain regions in Montenegro and
region. Our commitment to this is reflected in our
mission statement: To provide exceptional hiking
adventures to the Montenegro’s most beautiful,
wild landscapes and culturally-rich destinations
and to contribute significantly to the well-being
of these areas and the people who inhabit them.

BECAUSE…

No matter whether you’ve done it many times before
or this is your first time, organising a short break or
longer holiday on behalf of a group of other people
can be a daunting prospect. Where to go, what to
do, how long for and on what date? And all within
a budget to suit everyone!
We are here to help! Not only do we have a fantastic
range of holiday options to choose from, we also
have a dedicated team who can help you every step
of the way from an initial no obligation consultation
to finding out how your holiday went when you get
back. This Brochure gives a flavour of what’s on
offer and will help you take the first step to having
an enjoyable and memorable holiday with your
friends or family.
We are here to help ensure your group has the best
possible holiday experience from the moment you
first contact us to receiving feedback after you return!
As well as benefiting from priority booking, groups
travelling with Wild Montenegro Travel Agency
enjoy a great range of other savings and benefits.
Our superb value holidays include a great deal in the
price – full or half board high quality accommodation
(often 4-star), the services of Wild Montenegro’s
Leaders, transport to and from daily trips and
sightseeing. For groups we offer a whole host of
savings and benefits on top.
We offer different styles of walking and different
grade walks; ask our team to help match you up
with the perfect option for your group.

GUIDED HIKING

Our most popular Holiday type, with a choice of up
to two walks every day gives you the opportunity
to discover stunning walking Locations. Our
experienced leaders will show you the finest
Locations each destination offers.

To provide shared holiday experiences which
inspire friendship, fun and active enjoyment of
the great outdoors.
We believe that among the things that matter
most in today’s busy world are an appreciation
of natural beauty, a love of the open air, and the
joy of fellowship with one another.

AND OUR VISION IS…

To remain an independent, self-sustaining
society, offering guests high quality programmes
and facilities, and a sociable welcome on all our
walking and activity holidays. The following pages
give a small taster of our MONTENEGRO Guided
Walking/Hiking holidays – please go online to
see our full range of options – all suitable for
groups – or speak to our team if you require help
choosing the most suitable option for your group.

MONTENEGRO

A small country packed with a huge variety of
terrains which are perfect for exploring on foot.

CULTURE + WALKING

A stimulating cultural immersion highlighted
by scenic walks designed to reveal the region’s
personality and history. Your full-time local
guide will set a casual tempo that offers plenty
of opportunities to absorb the environment,
sightsee and relax. You’ll enjoy our exceptional
lodgings and relish local cuisine, from picnics
to gourmet feasts.

MULTISPORT

Active fun in amazing environments. Multisport
trips offer a spectrum of energetic outdoor activities
from canyoning to rafting to hiking and zip
lining. We partner with expert outfitters and
provide you every bit of the gear you need to join
in — all at no extra cost. You’ll stay fueled up with
unforgettable meals and re-charge every night
at nice inns and hotels.

LOCAL GUIDES

Your expert local guides take you inside the
places they call home. On every our trip, you’ll
travel in the company of our exceptional local
guides. Instantly, you’ll be on first-name basis.
And because our trip leaders live where they
work, don’t be surprised when everybody seems
to know them — and welcomes you as the friend
of a good friend.
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MONTENEGRO
Boasting one of the most dramatic stretches
of coastline in all of Europe, as well as some
of the continents wildest and most beautiful
mountains, tiny Montenegro is likely to confound
most visitors’ expectations. Nearly 300 km
long, its stunning Adriatic coastline is liberally
sprinkled with historic towns, lively beach resorts,
secluded coves and comely white-stone ﬁshing
villages, all punctuated by strips of ﬁne sand
and pebble beaches. The interior meanwhile,
displays an outstanding array of snow dusted
peaks, crystal-clear lakes and rivers and deep
forests and canyons. The whole adds up to
a diverse landscape quite extraordinary for
such a small country. The legendary English
romantic poet Lord Byron once described the
country this way: ‘At the birth of the planet the
most beautiful encounter between land and sea
must have been on the Montenegrin coast’. This
is a testament to the country’s striking beauty,
which is no doubt one of the primary reasons
why it attracts millions of visitors.
About 60% of the country is more than 1000
meters above sea level, with the tallest peak –
Bobotov Kuk in the Durmitor Mountains – at
2,522 meters.
Montenegro was recognized as the 27th
independent state in the world by the Berlin
Congress, which occurred on July 13, 1878. For
much of the 20th century, Montenegro was a
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part of Yugoslavia, and from 2003 to 2006 it
was a component of the federated union of
Serbia and Montenegro. Montenegro gained
full independence in June 2006.
In June 2017 Montenegro became the 29th full
member of NATO.

FACTS
• Area: 13.812 km²
• Population: 620. 000
• Capital: Podgorica (220 000 inhabitants) –
administrative and economic center
• Royal capital: Cetinje – historical and cultural
center
• Major religions: Christianity, Islam
• Currency: Euro (€)
• Largest lake: Skadar Lake (Surface area:
370-530 km²) – largest in Balkans
• Deepest canyon: Tara River Canyon (1333
m) – deepest in Europe
• National parks: Durmitor, Biogradska Gora,
Skadar Lake, Lovcen, Prokletije
• The average number of sunny days during
the year: 240 days
• Time zone: GTM +1
• Electrical power system: 220V/50Hz
• Calling code: +382

OUR STORY
“Wild Montenegro” is a travel agency situated in
Podgorica, the capital of Montenegro. The idea
to start an adventure travel agency has arisen
from years spent in exploring beautiful parts and
hidden corners of our country, and willingness to
introduce it to the rest of the world. Also, we believe
that it’s in the wild, untamed and natural places
that we find our best selves, so our second purpose
is to awaken a lifelong love of the outdoors, for all.
We can offer you carefully chosen routes tailored
to everyone’s physical shape and ability, in the
stunning scenery of the coast and mountains,
as well as the high level of personal service from
your first enquiry until you depart. We take care
of everything, from luggage transfer to taxis.
You simply walk with a day pack and leave your
“real world” cares behind.

Our motto is guided by the quote:
“Travel is the only thing you buy that makes
you richer”.
Accompanied by our local experienced guides
you will be offered tours to five National parks
(Durmitor, Skadar Lake, Biogradska Gora, Lovcen,
Prokletije), Bay of Kotor, Montenegro coast, and a
wide range of activities including hiking, rafting,
canyoning, jeep tours, as well as the cultural and
gastronomic discovery of Montenegro.
Make your holiday completely stress free and
perfectly organised.
Take a look at some suggestions we have for
you, pick what you find interesting and make
it into a lifetime memory. Alternatively, just tell
us your requirements and we will create your
holiday by choosing different destinations,
accommodation and activities that fit in your
vision and lifestyle.
Our guides have the passion and extensive
knowledge of our destinations. They are experts
in their field and love sharing hidden trails, local
cuisine, relationships with the locals, and culture
that guidebooks don’t offer. So, travelling with
us is the very best way to meet Montenegro in
a way you’d never manage on your own. If you
choose us, we promise that you will fall in love
with Montenegro!
Spend your vacation with family and friends.
We are looking forward to it!
Your Wild Montenegro team
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Hiking tour 1:
„Where the mountains meet the sea“

Boka bay, Lovcen & Skadar Lake National Park

The Basic
• Holiday type - Guided walking
• Duration - 6 nights/7 days
• Locations - Boka Bay, Kotor, Perast, “Our
Lady of Rocks”, Lovcen, Cetinje, Lake
Skadar
• Group size - min 4 – max 18 persons
• Difficulty grade - Easy
• Availability - May – November

Trip Highlights:
• Exceptional walking and cultural discovery
in Montenegro
• Discover stunning Bay of Kotor and Old
Town of Kotor
• Explore the picturesque and beautifully
the preserved old town of Perast, boat trip
to artificial island “Our Lady of Rocks”
and hike tour to Vrmac
• Enjoy wonderful panoramas of Boka Bay,
mountains and the Adriatic Sea from
Lovcen National Park
• Explore Lake Skadar National Park, enjoy
a boat ride on the lake and visit traditional
winery
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Overview
As you’ll be walking through some of the most
beautiful landscapes of Montenegro such as
the Bay of Kotor, Lake Skadar and Lovcen
National Park, you can rest assured that your
time outdoors will be time well spent.
Views over the Bay of Kotor are simply spectacular
and you’ll find some short hikes along the
Vrmac hill, which divides the inner and outer
Bay of Kotor.
This tour which is perfect for taking in the
sights and sounds of two beautiful areas where
the mountains meet the sea is designed for
moderate active hikers who are interested
in getting closer to the culture and dramatic
nature which can only be viewed from the
beautiful mountain trails. Our walks in nature
are combined with must-see visits to the Kotor,
a UNESCO listed Natural and Cultural-Historical
city, small baroque town Perast and Old Royal
Capital of Montenegro Cetinje.
Climb to the Lovcen mountain summit and
visit Mausoleum of Petar II Petrović Njegos
are included, as well as a boat trip to “Our Lady
of the Rocks” isle church, so you can fully
experience the spirit of the area and explore the
sacred secrets of Montenegro.

Day
1

KOTOR, A UNESCO WORLD
HERITAGE SITE

Transfer from airport Podgorica/Tivat/Dubrovnik
to coastal town Kotor, a UNESCO World Heritage
site. Here you will see a unique natural fjord
on the Mediterranean coast. Despite being a
major tourist attraction, Kotor hasn’t lost its
authentic charm. The town is a medieval maze
of museums, churches, squares and Venetian
palaces and pillories. The first thing to do is
wander the narrow, romantic streets of this
historic gem of a town.
After exploring the magic of The Old Town it’s
time to climb up to the top of St. John’s hill,
follow the stairs by the old ramparts, from
where you will admire the beautiful Kotor Bay.

Day
2

PERAST, BOAT TRIP TO THE
ARTIFICIAL ISLAND “OUR LADY
OF ROCKS” AND SHORT HIKE
TOUR TO VRMAC

Transfer from Kotor to the nearby small town
of Perast. Firstly we will visit St. Nikola church
and admire a stunning view from the top, then
we will take a boat trip to the artificial island
“Our Lady of Rocks” church and its museum.
Continue by a boat to the village of Donji Stoliv
where we start the day’s hike, passing through
a dense chestnut forest to the village of Gornji
Stoliv with excellent views to Perast and the
Boka Bay.
Walking for the day:
1-2 hours, 3 km ↑250 m ↓250 m

Day
3

LOVCEN NATIONAL PARK –
HIKING TOUR TO TRESTENICKI
PEAK (1.489m) & BABINA GLAVA
(1.474m)

This hike stands out by the beautiful landscape
of the karst area of Lovcen National Park as
well as by spectacular view over the Bay of
Boka, Budva and the open Adriatic Sea. You
will have plenty of opportunities to get familiar
with the distinctive, well-formed karst form
treasure that is typical for the region. The view
from around 1400 meters of altitude on the
Adriatic Sea and the Bay of Boka will delight
every hiker and nature lover.
Walking for the day:
4-5 hours, 11 km ↑350 m ↓350 m
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Day
4

OLD CAPITAL OF MONTENEGRO
CETINJE

The focus of the day is Cetinje, the lovely old
town which was the Capital of Montenegro
from the 15th century until 1918. This city is
known as ‘Museum Town of Montenegro’.
This is the best place to learn all about the
turbulent Montenegrin history and get familiar
with its culture.
Our next destination is a traditional winery in a
small, charming village, where you can feel the
atmosphere of authentic traditional Montenegrin
house and cellar, combining wine & food tasting,
which makes a memorable experience you will
bring home from Montenegro.

Day
5

JEZERSKI VRH SUMMIT (1.657m),
MAUSOLEUM OF BISHOP PETAR
II PETROVIC-NJEGOS

A circular walk from the hotel to the Jezerski
Vrh summit (1.657 m), where is situated the
Mausoleum of Bishop Petar II Petrovic-Njegos –
the ruler, poet and philosopher. The mausoleum
is officially the highest mausoleum in the world.
When you arrive at the top, take a deep breath
of fresh air and keep your eyes wide open. By
visiting the mausoleum we complete the story
about Montenegrin great ruler and poet. We
comprise fascinating natural uniqueness, as
well as the culture and history of Montenegro.
Walking for the day:
4-5 hours, 10 km ↑500 m ↓500 m

Day
6

RIVER CRNOJEVICA AND
SKADAR LAKE NATIONAL PARK

Transfer to Rijeka Crnojevica, place where
the first Cyrillic book amongst the South
Slavic nations was printed in 1494 – “Oktoih
prvoglasnik”. After visiting Rijeka Crnojevica,
we continue our visit taking an old road to the
village Virpazar on Skadar Lake. You will have
the opportunity to experience the boat ride on
the biggest lake in South-East Europe – the
undiscovered treasure of the Balkans. It’s the
largest bird reserve in Europe. Upon return, you
will be taken to the family-owned vineyard
and wine cellar for a wine and food tasting.
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Day
7

DEPARTURE OR
EXTENSIONS

Transfer to airport Podgorica/
Tivat/Dubrovnik.
Note: In case you are arriving/
leaving one or two days before/after
the group departure do not hesitate
to contact us for organizing your
stay, activities and/or transfers.

Perast

Lovćen

Kotor

INCLUDED:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6 nights/7 days
All accommodations
All breakfasts & farewell dinner
Packed lunches during hikes and homemade
traditional Montenegrin lunch on the 4th
day
Prosciutto & wine tasting on the 6th day
All transfers – minivan and driver from
and back to the airport, as well as local
transfers, in accordance with the program
English-speaking licensed tour guide
Parks entrance fees
Local tourist tax

Cetinje
Rijeka
Crnojevića
Virpazar

NOT INCLUDED:
•
•
•
•
•

International flights tickets
Travel insurance
Lunches outside of the program
Your own trekking/hiking gear
Personal expenses such as phone calls, alcoholic
beverages, souvenirs, extra transfers, tips, etc.
• Optional gratuities to your guide(s)
• Any items not explicitly mentioned in the
program
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Hiking tour 2: „The mountains are calling”

Biogradska gora National park & Durmitor
National Park

The Basic
• Holiday type - Guided walking
• Duration - 7 nights/8 days
• Locations - National park Biogradska gora,
Durmitor National Park
• Group size - min 4 – max 18 persons
• Difficulty grade – Easy to Moderate
• Availability - May – November

Trip Highlights:
• Exceptional walking and cultural •
Discover Biogradska Gora National Park.
Visit one of three remaining rainforests in
Europe. The trails lead to mountain peaks
and glacier lakes, which offer the most
stunning scenery
• Tour signature site of the park - Biogradsko
Lake and Pesica Lake, arguably the prettiest
glacial lake in the park
• Durmitor National Park is a paradise for
lovers of exceptional nature, and one of the
most stunning natural reserves in Europe
• Rafting the Tara River, the deepest canyon
in Europe at 1.300m, and the second deepest
in the world
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Overview

The diverse flora and fauna of Biogradska gora
National park is another amazing treasure
of nature. Biogradska gora is one of the oldest
protected areas in the world. Only 6 years after
Yellowstone was declared the first national park
in America, Prince Nikola put Biogradska Gora
under state protection in 1878. Due to its immense
natural wealth and its preservation Biogradska
gora National park was proclaimed a UNESCO
Natural Heritage Site.
The most impressive part of the National Park is
the primeval rainforest reserve, one of the last
in Europe. It is located in the valley of Biograd
and Jezerstica River, surrounding Biograd Lake
where the beauty of the ancient forests reflects in
their waters. Many of the trees in the forest are
over half a millennium old, with some soaring
to 60m high.
Durmitor National Park is the largest National Park
in Montenegro and it is a UNESCO World Heritage
site. The Park is characterized by diversified
ecosystems and numerous endemic species, as well
as the highest peaks of the Dinaric mountains,
Tara River Canyon, which was proclaimed world
ecological reserve, 18 glacial lakes known as
“the mountain eyes” of which the Black Lake
is the most famous one and represents a sort of
the symbol of the Park and its beauty.
The Park territory covers Durmitor massif and the
narrow Tara Canyon which is 1.300 meters deep –
the second after the Grand Canyon Colorado. Tara
River, also known as the “Teardrop of Europe”, is
considered to be one of the most beautiful rivers
of the entire continent.

Day
1

MONASTERY MORACA &
KOLASIN

Transfer from airport Podgorica/Tivat/
Dubrovnik to Kolasin. The road to Kolasin
will lead us through the impressive canyon of
Moraca river, Platije Canyon, where we will
take a break to visit the orthodox monastery
Moraca built in the 13th century, one of the
most monumental medieval memorials in
Montenegro.
Kolasin is a small resort located at 954 meters
above sea level. Like most ski towns, it looks
far prettier under a blanket of snow, but even
in summer it’s a handy base for exploring
Biogradska Gora National Park and other parts
of the Bjelasica Mountain.

NATIONAL PARK BIOGRADSKA
GORA – HIKING ZEKOVA GLAVA
SUMMIT (2117m) WITH DESCEND
TO PESICA LAKE
Mountain Bjelasica with its specific shapes, rolling
hills and smooth pastures is predestined for
sustainable mountain tourism both in summer
and in winter. This pastoral mountain invites
nature lovers for an easy hike with breathtaking views.
This hike begins at Bjelasica ski center Jezerine
(1450m). Walking through the forest, we will
arrive at the Vranjak village. After a brief stop,
we will hike up to the summit of Zekova Glava
and enjoy a prolonged rest at a nearby glacial
lake called Pesica lake.

Day
2

Walking for the day:
5-6 hours, 6 km ↑600 m ↓600 m

Day
3

JEEP SAFARI (4WD) TOUR –
“BJELASICA RING”

This tour begins at the ski centerJezerine (1450m)
where we take an off road vehicle (4WD) and
drive up to the mountain along. We will proceed
over the roof of Bjelasica Mountain along the
foothills of the highest peaks, to the Spring of
Bjelasica River. Further, we enter National Park
Biogradska gora and drive to the most attractive
viewpoint Bendovac. From this place stunning
view is spreading on the whole virgin rainforest
reserve of Biogradska gora with Biogradsko
Lake surrounded by it. Biogradsko Lake is
situated in the heart of the National park and
is surrounded by thick forest, which makes it
unique and leaves a lifetime impression on all
those who had a chance to visit it.
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Day
4

NATIONAL PARK DURMITOR –
THREE LAKES TOUR

The Three Lakes Hike tour confirms us why
UNESCO listed Durmitor as one of its World
Heritage sites in Montenegro. Glacial lakes
reflecting the peaks towering above offer oneof- a-kind landscapes for adventurers, nature
lovers, and photographers.
Black Lake is the premium tourist attraction
of the Durmitor area. It is the largest and the
best known of 18 glacial lakes on the mountain.
Following a picturesque trail along Mill Creek,
we continue our hike to Snakes Lake, which is
hidden deep in the spruce forests at an altitude
of 1.520m. After Snakes Lake, we continue
the journey through the Bosaca village and
surrounding pine forests to visit Jablan Lake.
Walking for the day:
7- 8 hours, 15 km ↑400 m ↓400 m

Day
5

NATIONAL PARK DURMITOR
– SAVIN KUK SUMMIT HIKE
(2313m)

Savin Kuk is an unfailing part of famous and
incredible panorama view above Black Lake
(1416m), offering perhaps the most beautiful
views of Durmitor massif. This panorama is
the trademark of Durmitor and Montenegro.
The climb starts from the parking lot at the
ski lift. The track follows an unmarked but the
well- trodden and visible path all the way to
the Savin Kuk Peak. There is also a possibility
for taking a ride with a cable car instead of
walking, which stops around 1 km bellow the
summit.
Walking for the day:
5-6 hours, 8 km ↑800 m ↓800 m

Day
6

OPTION 1- RAFTING ON TARA
RIVER

The inevitable activity during the visit to
Durmitor is undoubtedly rafting on Tara River: its
main feature are rapids that might seem scary,
but are suitable even for the less experienced
visitors as long as they are accompanied by
good instructor. During the tour guests will
enjoy in untouched nature of the National
Park, passing by river Ljutica, which is the the
shortest river in Europe and under famouse
Tara Bridge which is 172 m high.
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Day
6

OPTION 2- HIKING PRUTAS
(2393m)

The peak was named after the parallel white
limestone cliffs that extend from the foot to the
summit. Prutas is one of the most beautiful,
most popular and the highest of Durmitor
peaks. From the top of Prutas, we will be able
to see some of the most beautiful parts of
Durmitor mountain range, including its highest
peak Bobotov Kuk, as well as the glacial lakes
named Skrcka lakes.
Walking for the day:
6-7 hours, 11 km ↑700 m ↓700 m

Day
7

„THE RING OF DURMITOR“- JEEP
(4WD) SAFARI

The Panoramic Road “Durmitor Ring” is one of
the most impressive routes in the region. Discover
the unique, wild landscape and fascinating
nature of the Durmitor National Park and the
Piva Nature Park in northern Montenegro.
Durmitor Ring is a circular route of around
76km that will take you through some of
Durmitor’s most stunning scenery.

Day
8

DEPARTURE OR
EXTENSIONS

Pljevlja

Transfer to airport Podgorica/Tivat/
Dubrovnik.

Durmitor

Žabljak

Note: In case you are arriving/leaving
one or two days before/after the group
departure do not hesitate to contact us
for organizing your stay, activities and/
or transfers.

•
•
•
•

7 nights/8 days
All accommodations
All breakfasts & farewell dinner
Packed lunches during hikes and homemade
traditional Montenegrin lunch on the 3rd
and 7th day
All transfers – minivan and driver from
and back to the airport, as well as local
transfers, in accordance with the program
English-speaking licensed tour guide
Parks entrance fees
Local tourist tax

Mojkovac

Kolašin

Biogradska
Gora

Monastery
Moraca

INCLUDED:
•
•
•
•

Tara
river

NOT INCLUDED:
•
•
•
•
•

International flights tickets
Travel insurance (obligatory)
Lunches outside of the program
Your own trekking/hiking gear
Personal expenses such as phone calls, alcoholic
beverages, souvenirs, extra transfers, tips, etc.
• Optional gratuities to your guide(s)
• Any items not explicitly mentioned in the
program
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Hiking Tour 3: “WILD BEAUTY”

National Park Prokletije, Biogradska Gora
National Park & Regional Nature Park Komovi

The Basic
• Holiday type - Guided walking
• Duration - 6 nights/7 days
• Locations - National park Biogradska Gora,
National Park Prokletije & Regional Nature
Park Komovi
• Group size - min 4 – max 18 persons
• Difficulty grade - Easy to Moderate
• Availability - May – October

Trip Highlights:
• Exceptional walking through the country’s
most impressive mountain ranges and
national parks: Biogradska gora, Komovi
and Prokletije
• The majestic wilderness of Prokletije (aka
the Accursed mountains) one of Europe’s
most remote corners and incredible scenery
• Visit Hrid Lake at 1970m, Montenegro’s
highest and most beautiful lake. Pure nature
and wild beauty!
• Grebaje Valley - the heart of the Prokletije
National Park with a hike to Volusnica
and Popadija, two peaks from where you
will have the most beautiful view over the
whole park
• Beautiful Ropojana valley with natural
attractions – Eye of the River Skakavica,
waterfall of the River Grlja and Alipasa’s
springs.
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Overview
Discover the country’s best trails and most
jaw-dropping scenery, sometimes by hiking to
places few people ever visit, taking in impressive
mountain ridges, glacial lakes and canyons
where pristine blue rivers flow, and perhaps even
spotting some interesting wildlife along the way.
Our experienced team of guides will lead you
on a real outdoors adventure, with hikes in the
Biogradska Gora National park, Komovi Massif
and the hidden jewel – Prokletije National Park.
The diverse flora and fauna of Biogradska Gora
National park is another amazing treasure of
nature. Due to its immense natural wealth and
its preservation, Biogradska gora National park
was proclaimed UNESCO Natural Heritage Site.
Prokletije National Park is the most dramatic
hiking destination in Montenegro. They’re the
southernmost and highest part of the Dinaric Alps.
Surreally scenic and remote, this magnificent
area may well be one of Europe’s least explored
corners. The park encompasses most of the
Prokletije Mountains, which form the natural
border between Montenegro and Albania.
One of the most impressive mountains in
Montenegro is the massif of Komovi, situated
in the eastern part of Montenegro, bordering
Tara River to the west and Prokletije mountain
range to the south. Diverse and unique flora and
fauna, numerous clear mountain springs and
rivers, many cultural monuments, churches
and monasteries, as well as the warmth of the
people who live in Komovi foothills can`t leave
you indifferent.

Day
1

MONASTERY MORACA &
KOLASIN

Transfer from airport Podgorica/Tivat/
Dubrovnik to Kolasin. The road to Kolasin
will lead us through the impressive canyon of
Moraca river, Platije Canyon, where we will
take a break to visit the orthodox monastery
Moraca built in the 13th century, one of the
most monumental medieval memorials in
Montenegro.
Kolasin is a small resort located at 954 meters
above sea level. Like most ski towns, it looks
far prettier under a blanket of snow, but even
in summer it’s a handy base for exploring
Biogradska Gora National Park and other parts
of the Bjelasica Mountain.
NATIONAL PARK BIOGRADSKA
GORA – HIKING ZEKOVA GLAVA
(2117m) WITH DESCEND TO
PESICA LAKE
Mountain Bjelasica with its specific shapes,
rolling hills and smooth pastures is predestined
for sustainable mountain tourism both in summer
and in winter. This pastoral mountain invites
nature lovers for an easy hike with breathtaking views.
This hike begins at Bjelasica ski center Jezerine
(1450m). Walking through the forest, we will
arrive at the Vranjak village. After a brief stop
we will hike up to the summit of Zekova Glava
and enjoy a prolonged rest at a nearby glacial
lake called Pesica Lake.

Day
2

Walking for the day:
5-6 hours, 6 km ↑600 m ↓600 m

Day
3

SUMMIT OF KOM VASOJEVICKI
(2460m)

The route to Kom Vasojevicki begins from
Stavna, on the north side below rocky massif.
The path continues along grassy and rocky
areas. After approximately 2,5 hours of ascent,
you will stay on beautiful Vera Pass (2200m)
which opens the views to the border mountains
of Albania, in particular to Prokletije mountain
range and its highest peak Maja Jezerce (2694
m) which dominates in the wider area. From
there, the path continues to the summit and very
soon you’ll have the privilege to enjoy the most
impressive and really amazing scenery – the
view from the summit is simply mind blowing.
Walking for the day:
5-6 hours, 6 km ↑650 m ↓650 m
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Day
4

WALKING TOUR TO HRID LAKE
(1968m)

Our destination for today is situated around
20 km from Plav and according to many
opinions it is the most beautiful mountain
lake in Montenegro – Hrid Lake. Hrid Lake
is a glacial lake also known as a “Pearl of
Prokletije”. Clearness of the water of the lake
was an inspiration to many legends. It is set
in a spectacular landscape with high pine and
spruce trees and interesting rock formations.
Pure nature and wild beauty!
Walking for the day:
4-5 hours, 7 km ↑250 m ↓250 m

Day
5

OPTION 1 -GREBAJE VALLEY

This tour is a true paradise for outdoor lovers!
The Grebaje Valley is situated in the heart
of the Prokletije National Park, next to the
Albanian border. It is surprisingly very quiet,
still undiscovered despite its breath-taking
landscapes. The valley is U shaped, surrounded
by high sharp peaks resembling a titanic jaw
of a Balkan wolf. We walk to the end of the
valley, looking for the rock formation called the
“kissing cats” overlooking the summits. We
will feel like we have arrived in an impregnable
fortress enclosed by vertical walls no men could
have ever built.
Walking for the day:
2-3 hours, 4 km ↑100 m ↓100 m
OPTION 2 – CIRCULAR HIKING
TOUR TO VOLUSNICA (1879m),
TALIJANKA (2056m) & POPADIJA
(2057m)
A moderate hike delivers the most incredible
view of the Karanfili peaks, the most photogenic
massif in the Accursed Mountains. When we
reach Volusnica, the hike continues along the
ridge to Talijanka, the peak that separates
Montenegro and Albania.
Volusnica is a 700m ascent to a peak that will
give you a magnificent viewing point on that
part of the Prokletije Mountains. Once on top you
can add a 2 hour ridge walk which will bring
you back to the track down offering staggering
views of the craggy Karanfil Mountains,
nicknamed – with good reason – the ‘Dolomites
of Montenegro’. During the return journey, we
will pass by the rock carvings (petroglyphs)
dating from the Neolith Age of 600 years B.C.
Walking for the day:
7-8 hours, 11 km ↑870 m ↓870 m

Day
5
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ROPOJANA VALLEY, EYE OF THE
RIVER SKAKAVICA, WATERFALL
OF THE RIVER GRLJA AND
ALIPASA’S SPRINGS
Ropojana valley is a spectacularly beautiful
place – jagged limestone peaks, rolling green
pastures, high passes and wonderfully hospitable
mountain villages. Hidden deep in the valley
and surrounded by a dense forest, the Eye of
the River Skakavica or Sava’s Eye attracts
visitors with its crystal-clear water through
which every stone can be seen, and which
constantly changes its colour from shades of
blue to green throughout the day. Fed by water
from this spring, the River Skakavica, after
slightly more than two kilometres of its course,
suddenly disappears under the surface, forming
a 30 metre high waterfall of the River Grlja,
one of the largest and most beautiful waterfalls
in Prokletije Mountains.

Day
6

Walking for the day:
3-4 hours, 4 km ↑150 m ↓150 m

Day
7

DEPARTURE OR
EXTENSIONS

Transfer to airport Podgorica/Tivat/Dubrovnik.
Note: In case you are arriving/leaving one or
two days before/after the group departure do
not hesitate to contact us for organizing your
stay, activities and/or transfers.

INCLUDED:
•
•
•
•
•

6 nights / 7 days
All accommodations
All breakfasts & farewell dinner
Packed lunches during hikes
All transfers – minivan and driver from
and back to the airport, as well as local
transfers, in accordance with the program
• English-speaking licensed tour guide
• Parks entrance fees
• Local tourist tax

NOT INCLUDED:
•
•
•
•
•

International flights tickets
Travel insurance (obligatory)
Lunches outside of the program
Your own trekking/hiking gear
Personal expenses such as phone calls,
alcoholic beverages, souvenirs, extra
transfers, tips, etc.
• Optional gratuities to your guide(s)
• Any items not explicitly mentioned in the
program

Kolašin
Monastery
Moraca

Biogradska
Gora
Komovi

Plav
Prokletije
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Hiking Tour 4: “Jewels of Montenegro”
Montenegro’s scenic Adriatic coast & country’s
hidden wonders, Lake Skadar and Lovcen
National Parks

The Basic
• Holiday type - Guided walking
• Duration - 6 nights/7 days
• Locations - Kotor, Perast, Budva, Bar,
Virpazar, Skadar Lake, Cetinje, Lovcen
• Group size - min 4 – max 18 persons
• Difficulty grade - Easy
• Availability - April – November

Trip Highlights:
• Discover stunning Bay of Kotor and Old
town of Kotor, the town of Perast and
artificial island Our Lady of Rocks
• Visit Budva, a Montenegrin metropolis of
tourism and humble 600-year-old Praskvica
Monastery
• Old Town of Bar - an unjustly neglected
pearl of the cultural heritage of Montenegro
• Explore Lake Skadar National Park, enjoy
a boat ride on the lake and visit traditional
winery
• Enjoy wonderful panoramas of Boka
bay, mountains and the Adriatic Sea
from the Lovcen National Park and visit
Njegos Mausoleum, officially the highest
mausoleum in the world
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Overview

The Bay of Kotor and the Adriatic coast of
Montenegro are gorgeous without any doubt.
But the hinterland is equally stunning! With
its massive mountains, lovely lakes, and deep
green forests, the scenery of the hinterland of
Montenegro will leave you spellbound. As you’ll
be walking through some of the most beautiful
landscapes of Montenegro such as the Bay of
Kotor, Lake Skadar and Lovcen National Park,
you can rest assured that your time outdoors
will be time well spent.
Our walks in nature are combined with mustsee visits to Kotor, a UNESCO listed Natural and
Culturo-Historical city, small baroque town
Perast, Montenegrin metropolis of tourism
Budva, Praskvica Monastery, Old town of Bar,
Old Capital of Montenegro Cetinje.
The Old Town of Bar is one of the oldest inhabited
places in Montenegro and a city with a long and
turbulent history, around which many armies and
invaders have been scattered.
From Virpazar you can discover the Skadar
Lake National Park. It is an important bird
reserve and one of the last breeding grounds of
Dalmatian pelicans.
Visit the Old Capital of Montenegro Cetinje known
as the ‘Museum Town of Montenegro’, the best
place to learn all about the Montenegrin history
and get familiar with its culture.
Climb to the Lovcen mountain summit and visit
the Mausoleum of Petar II Petrovic Njegos, so
you can fully experience the spirit of the area
and explore the sacred secrets of Montenegro.

Day
1

KOTOR, PERAST & “OUR LADY OF
ROCKS” CHURCH

Transfer from airport Podgorica/Tivat/Dubrovnik
to a coastal town Kotor, a UNESCO World
Heritage site. Here you will see a unique natural
fjord on the Mediterranean coast. Despite being
a major tourist attraction, Kotor hasn’t lost its
authentic charm. The architecture is distinctly
Venetian and it’s one of the best preserved
medieval old towns on the Adriatic coast.
Transfer from Kotor to the nearby small town
of Perast. If you’ve already seen a postcard of
Montenegro, it’s very likely that it has been
from Perast. Firstly we will visit St. Nikola
church and admire a stunning view from the
top, and then we will take a boat trip to the
artificial island “Our Lady of Rocks” church
and its museum.

Day
2

BUDVA, MONASTERIES
PRASKVICA AND RUSTOVO

Visit Budva, a Montenegrin metropolis of
tourism famous for its long beaches, beautiful
Old Town and many festivals and cultural
events that attract a large number of tourists
every year. You will have a tour through the
Old Town of Budva, where you will have the
opportunity to admire stone buildings from the
Venetian era, small squares and narrow streets,
as well as to enjoy amazing sea views. From
Budva, we will continue to the place you can
enjoy the stunning view on Sveti Stefan, the
most photographed place on the Montenegrin
coast, as well as numerous beaches of Budva’s
Riviera.

Day
3

BAR, OLD TOWN OF BAR, OLD
OLIVE TREE, VIRPAZAR

At the southern edge of Montenegro lies the
picturesque city of Bar. Hidden under the
mountain Rumija, it surprises us every second
with its historical heritage, variety of cultures,
nations, cuisines, customs and idyllic quiet
villages. Bar also treasures an Old Olive Tree
that is more than 2000 years old. The Old Town
of Bar, also known as a Montenegrin Pompeii,
is the largest urban agglomeration among the
ruins in Montenegro. It is one of those magical
places where modern meets the shadow of
ancient, like Roman aqueducts, old Turkish
baths, and orthodox and catholic churches.
Walking for the day:
3 hours, 4 km ↑100 m ↓100 m
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Day
4

SKADAR LAKE BOAT TRIP & VISIT
TO A WINERY

Lake Skadar is a national park, the largest lake
of Balkans and one of biggest bird reserves
in Europe. The best way to explore the lake is
to rent a boat and take a ride at the lake. While
cruising you can enjoy the untouched nature of
Lake Skadar, inhabited by many fish and bird
species, also recognized as the last breeding
ground of the endangered Dalmatian Pelican.
After cruising, we organise sightseeing walking
tour through the village Godinje with wine &
food tasting in the small-scale traditional
production winery situated in the heart of
the most famous Montenegrin wine region.
Walking for the day:
1 hour, 1-2 km ↑50 m ↓50 m

Day
5

RIJEKA CRNOJEVICA, OLD
CAPITAL CETINJE AND LOVCEN
NATIONAL PARK

Transfer from Virpazar to Rijeka Crnojevica,
the place where the first Cyrillic book amongst
the South Slavic nations was printed in 1494
- “Oktoih prvoglasnik”.
At the entrance to Rijeka Crnojevica there is the
stone Bridge of Danilo, built in 1853 by Prince
Danilo. The focus of the day is Cetinje, a lovely
old town that was the Capital of Montenegro from
the 15th century until 1918. This city is known
as the ‘Museum Town of Montenegro’. This is
the best place to learn all about the turbulent
Montenegrin history and get familiar with its
culture. After exploring Cetinje, we continue
our trip to Lovcen National Park, where we
make a short walking tour.
Walking for the day:
2-3 hours, 6 km ↑150 m ↓150 m

Day
6

VISIT TO NJEGOS MAUSOLEUM,
KRSTAC PASS & VILLAGE
NJEGUSI

The biggest and most important monument of
Lovcen national park is Mausoleum of Petar
Petrovic Njegos (famous poet and philosopher).
The mausoleum is officially the highest
mausoleum in the world, because it is situated
at the top of the second-highest peak of Lovcen
mountain, Jezerski Vrh (1657m). Getting there
takes a bit of effort, because you need to climb
461 steps up to the entry where two granite
giants guard the tomb of Montenegro’s greatest
writer. When you arrive at the top, take a deep
breath of fresh air and keep your eyes wide open.
After visiting the mausoleum, we continue to
Krstac pass where you can experience wonderful
views on Boka Bay. Downhill by the road we
find a picturesque mountain village Njegusi.
Walking for the day:
2 hours, 3 km ↑150 m ↓150 m

Day
7

DEPARTURE OR
EXTENSIONS

Transfer to airport Podgorica/
Tivat/Dubrovnik.
Note: In case you are arriving/
leaving one or two days before/after
the group departure do not hesitate
to contact us for organizing your
stay, activities and/or transfers.

Perast Lovćen
Kotor
Budva

INCLUDED:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6 nights / 7 days
All accommodations
All breakfasts & farewell dinner
Packed lunches during hikes and homemade
traditional Montenegrin lunch on the 5th
day
Prosciutto & wine tasting on the 4th day
All transfers – minivan and driver from and
back to the airport, as well as local transfers,
in accordance with the programme
English-speaking licensed tour guide
Parks entrance fees
Local tourist tax

Cetinje
Rijeka
Crnojevića
Virpazar
Bar

NOT INCLUDED:
•
•
•
•
•

International flights tickets
Travel insurance (obligatory)
Lunches outside of the program
Your own trekking/hiking gear
Personal expenses such as phone calls, alcoholic
beverages, souvenirs, extra transfers, tips, etc.
• Optional gratuities to your guide(s)
• Any items not explicitly mentioned in the
program
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Hiking Tour 5:
“Peaks of the Balkans Trail”

Cross-border hiking transversal between
Montenegro, Albania and Kosovo

Peaks of the Balkans Trail map with stages day by day
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The Basic
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Country: Montenegro, Albania, Kosovo
Group size: 4-18
Duration: 12 days/ 11 nights
Activity: Trekking
Travel style: Guided
Difficulty grade: Moderate to Strenuous
Comfort: Various (hotels, guesthouses,
homestays and mountain huts)
• Availability: June – October

Trip Highlights:
• A genuine trekking journey through the
heart of the undiscovered Balkans;
• Traverse lush green valleys, wildflower
meadows and craggy passes in Albania,
Kosovo and Montenegro;

• Hike in areas free from mass tourism;
• Taste regional food and enjoy distinct
culture in the remote villages of Albania;
• Visit one of the most picturesque villages
in Albania - Village of Theth;
• Cross the jagged heights of the Valbona
Pass;
• Hike through magnificent Valbona Valley
National Park;
• Look out over Montenegro, Albania and
Kosovo from the summit of Trekufiri
(Three border Peak)
• Hike Hajla mountain for a scenic view
over the mountain range;
• Grebaja Valley – Considered the most
beautiful valley in the ex-Yugoslavia;
• Pass through majestic Ropojana Valley - a
vast valley with awe-inspiring views of
surrounding mountains.

Overview
The “Peaks of the Balkans” trek is a winner of
multiple prestigious global awards, offering a
truly unique and immersive adventure travel
experience. When the “Peaks of the Balkans”
trail was first created, its intention was to help
redefine the understanding of the Balkans as a
place with more to offer than a region of conflict.
The trail runs through a mountain range called
The Accursed Mountains (Albanian: Bjeshkët e
Nemuna; Montenegrin: Prokletije) also known as
the Albanian Alps. The name Accursed Mountains
lends itself to all sorts of obvious metaphors but these days, walking here is much more of a
blessing than anything.
With some of Europe’s most pristine scenery,
ancient pastoral traditions little-altered by modern
life, and a title to capture the imagination, Accursed
Mountains make for a wild holiday with an element
of time travel. These peaks, which span the borders
of Montenegro, Albania and Kosovo, have been
easier to explore since 2012, when a hiking route,
“Peaks of the Balkans”, opened to tempt trekkers.
Considering the region’s turbulent history and
once tightly controlled borders, especially during
the communist period, it was impossible to move
across these places. No longer. Nowadays, the
trek has become very popular and people around
the world are coming to visit this very remote
area. No wonder that people are talking about the
“Nepal of the Balkans” here. The mountains are

not as high as in the Himalayas - but they are
definitely more lonely and untouched.
The “Peaks of the Balkans Trail” is the first
transnational long-distance hiking trail
traversing the Western Balkans, taking you on
an unforgettable 190km (119 miles) circuit in the
mountains of Albania, Kosovo and Montenegro
through some of the finest scenery that this corner
of Europe has to offer. It is an epic walk along
shepherd paths and footpaths winding through
alpine scenery up to 2300m above sea level, with
a diversity of breathtaking landscapes, varying
from green valleys to crystal-clear mountain
lakes and rugged peaks. The views and the trails
transform, switching from rocky paths and bare
peaks to meadows rich with flowers and plants,
where nature has been left to run wild. To date,
over 1700 wild plants have been recorded in this
region. A total of 50 flora species are endemic,
sub-endemic or endangered plant species. This
European wilderness is home to superb wildlife
including lynx, chamois, wolf, deer, golden eagles,
buzzards, owls and falcons.
Meeting mountain folk to learn about their wellpreserved culture on visits to isolated villages is
a major selling point, and accommodation is in
old stone farmhouses where home-cooked meals
include bean soup, spinach pie and roast lamb,
with tea, sheep’s milk, Turkish coffee or plum
brandy (raki), depending on the mood.
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Day
1

ARRIVAL IN PODGORICA
(MONTENEGRO) AND TRANSFER
TO THETH VALLEY (ALBANIA)

Welcome to the Balkans! On arrival, you will
be met by your team leader and transferred by
private vehicle directly from Podgorica (TGD)
airport to the village of Theth (Albania) a small
hamlet at the foot of the Peaks of the Balkans trail
and starting point of our trek (approx. 3-4 hrs).
Theth (750 m.a.s.l) is a wonderful village in
northern Albania’s Shkodra region. This unique
mountain village has the most dramatic setting
in Albania. Theth National Park combines
the beauty of mountains with majestic rivers,
stunning waterfalls and lagoons as blue as one
could ever imagine. Theth is now well on its way
to being Albania’s next big thing. Picturesque
beauty fit for any postcard or painting, but
nothing comes close to seeing Theth with your
own eyes. Meet and greet with your local guide
and continue to the briefing about this tour
itinerary. For group dinner, we enjoy typical
Albanian specialities.
Accommodation: Guesthouse in Theth (double
or triple occupancy)
Meals Included: Lunch (depending on arrival),
dinner

Day
2

THETH (ALBANIA) – WATERFALL
OF GRUNAS (THETH) - THE BLUE
EYE OF THETH

Today’s walk doesn’t have many gradients but is
rich in culture, as we discover Theth, one of the
most traditional villages of Northern Albania.
The first point of interest you’ll see along the
trail is Kishna e Thethit or the Church of Theth,
which dates back to 1892. Then we’ll visit the
Blood Feud Tower, a four-sided stone tower
that dates back over 400 years and discuss the
“Kanun of Lekë Dukagjin”, the century-old oral
regulatory code of the mountains. We continue
to the Waterfall of Grunas an impressive sight
with a 30 m high cascade of plunging water.
The water cascades across high rocks and
splashes down into a pool below. The water
may look tempting, but be warned—it comes
straight from the heart of the Albanian Alps
and is downright icy! The rugged and narrow
canyon of Grunas in close proximity adds to the
magical atmosphere, with crystalline waters
running through it for more than a kilometre.
Upon crossing the canyon, a 40-minute hike will
take you into the heart of the village Nderlysa.
In this village you will discover Vaskat e Gurit
(literally ‘Stone Bathtubs’), awe-inspiring rock
formations carved out by the Black River set
amongst crystal-clear turquoise waters. Posthike, there is no better place to take a refreshing
dip! We hike then further to the narrow valley
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of Kaprre. The Black River descending from the
village of Kaprre creates yet another majestic
pool: The Blue Eye of Theth. It is a karst pool
fed by a gushing mountain stream that enters
from the valley of Upper Kaprre. The bravest
can take a dip in the icy waters. We trek back
to Nderlysa where a transfer will take us to
Theth for dinner and overnight at the same
guesthouse as the night before.
Difficulty level: Easy
Hike Details: 9 km, ↑225 m ascent, ↓500 m
descent, 6-7 hours
Accommodation: Guesthouse in Theth
Meals Included: Breakfast, packed lunch
and dinner

Day
3

ICONIC HIKE FROM THETH
(ALBANIA) TO VALBONA
(ALBANIA)

Today you will do one of Albania’s most iconic
hikes from Theth (745 m) over the Valbona Pass
(1795 m) to the valley of Valbona (995 m) in the
heart of the eponymous national park. Valbona
National Park covers an area of 8000 ha in the
surrounding valley, walled in by mountain
peaks such as Maja Jezerces, Maja Rosit and
Maja Kolata. We’ll use horses and mules to
carry our baggage to our next guesthouse.
This 14-kilometre route follows the path of an
ancient mule track linking the tribal regions of
Shala and Nikaj. The hike is a continuous ascent
through an ancient beech forest, shaded and
lovely. Up and up we go until we reach the pass
with views down to Valbone valley, our next
destination. The trail goes through a narrow
crest that reveals a view to both valleys. The
path is the most travelled trail of the Albanian
Alps and it remains the only direct connection
with Valbona Valley. When reaching the top
of Valbona Pass you will experience a serious
shot of adrenaline. At the pass on a clear day,
you’ll have breathtaking views of the highest
peaks of the Albanian Alps like Maja Jezerces
(2694m), Maja e Boshit (2416m) Maja Madhe
(2561m), and onto two valleys Valbona on the
east, Theth on the west. From there the rocky
path winds downhill toward the springs of
Valbona and a forest trail that will lead us to
the village of Rrogam (1100m). We will continue
a few kilometers further on a dry riverbed
before reaching our guesthouse. After this
whole day hike, relax before a well-deserved
dinner. Overnight.
Difficulty level: Moderate
Hike Details: 14 km, ↑1,050 m ascent, ↓800 m
descent, 7-8 hours
Accommodation: Guesthouse or hotel in Valbona
Meals Included: Breakfast, packed lunch
and dinner
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Day
4

HIKE FROM VALBONA OVER THE
PERSLLOPIT PASS TO CEREM
(ALBANIA)

After a short transfer, we have reached the
starting point of our trekking tour. We lace up
our hiking boots, shoulder our daypack - then
off we go! First, we have a long ascent to the
Persllopit pass (2,039 m) in front of us. Step
by step, we climb over lonely alpine pastures
and through shady forests, the highest peaks
of the Albanian Alps always in view. Over
a unique, so-called Ice cave and through a
karst labyrinth, that requires surefootedness,
we are passing the border and getting into
the territory of Montenegro. After an hour of
walk-in Montenegro, the grassy plateau leads
to another lower pass: the Borit pass and we
return to Albania, meeting shepherds on our
way to the rather isolated village Cerem (1,150
m). Halfway through this descent, we can find a
very rare endemic plant: Lilium albanicum, the
Albanian Lily. Without mobile phone coverage,
busy everyday life there feels completely
forgotten. In Cerem we spend the night in a
simple guesthouse. The warm hospitality of
our hosts and the hearty traditional dinner
with ingredients fresh from the garden make
up for the lack of comfort. This stage is one of
the most strenuous but also most beautiful and
satisfying stages of Peaks of the Balkans and
any mountain lover would enjoy walking it
Note: If the weather doesn’t permit crossing
the Persllopit Pass, we will walk a shorter
route through a canyon to reach our simple
guesthouse in Cerem.
Difficulty level: Moderate to strenuous
Hike Details: 14 km, ↑1,100 m ascent, ↓850 m
descent, 7-8 hours
Accommodation: Guesthouse in Cerem (basic
accommodation)
Meals Included: Breakfast, packed lunch
and dinner

Day
5

CEREM (ALBANIA) – DOBËRDOL
(ALBANIA)

This day involves a transfer hike from Cerem to
Dobërdol, a remote shepherd’s village accessible
only by mule tracks and populated only during
summertime by shepherds.
We start on foot over undulating terrain in
beautiful alpine scenery, leaving Cerem and the
Kollata mountains behind. Our bags are loaded
on horses once again and we make our way first
on a forest path with grassy clearings, then on
a gravel road until we reach the Montenegrin
border. Then we continue on Montenegro territory
for a while to the ruins of the old military border
post. Further on we take a break in the hamlet
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of Balqin which is used by shepherds during
the summer season. Several springs and creeks
along the way are safe to fill our bottles with
fresh water. The last leg of the walk takes us to
the valley of River Gashi which is included in
UNESCO’s Natural World Heritage list in 2017.
We arrive at the glacial-shaped valley of Doberdol
(1.750m), where domestic animals roam freely
the grazing grounds and time appear frozen. The
main attractions in Dobërdol are the glacial lakes
of the Dobërdol-Sulbicës plateau. The perfect
pristine location to relax for the afternoon.
Locals still live in harmony with nature, as
humankind did many years ago. This archaic
place helps to set our inner compass and grounds
our souls. In the simple shepherd huts, we
give away comfort for one night in return for
hospitality. The family prepares our meals and
we learn more about the seasonal lifestyle of
the shepherds at the campfire. During the night
without any light pollution, you can see Milky
Way in a clear sky.
Difficulty level: Moderate
Hike Details: 15,5km, ↑1,025 m ascent, ↓450 m
descent, 7-8 hours
Accommodation: Mountain huts with basic
facilities
Meals Included: Breakfast, packed lunch and
dinner

Day
6

HIKE FROM DOBERDOL (ALBANIA)
TO MILISHEVC (KOSOVO),
SUMMIT TOUR ON TREKUFIRI

We strengthen ourselves at breakfast, because
the longest, approx. 18 km long stage of our tour
lies ahead of us. The hike starts at an altitude
of 1750 m – mountain hut of Dobёrdol and we
climb approx. 600 m steeply over barren, rocky
meadow paths up to the summit of Trekufiri (2,366
m). The name means “three borders” - and that’s
right, we are in the triangle where the borders of
Albania, Montenegro and Kosovo meet! We then
follow the mountain ridges to the Roshkodol
pass at 2,258 m, where there can still be snow
in early summer. It continues by the ridge and
will join the same trail from the Liqenat to the
Babino Polje section that will go through Ravno
Brdo Pass (Zavoj). We descent and reach the tree
line again, hike through coniferous forests, cross
a river valley and make the last ascent to the
village of Milishevc. Today we will spend the
night again in small mountain huts.
Difficulty level: Moderate
Hike Details: 18 km, ↑915 m ascent, ↓980 m
descent, 8-9 hours
Accommodation: Mountain huts with basic
facilities
Meals Included: Breakfast, packed lunch
and dinner
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MILISHEVC (KOSOVO) – RUGOVA
GORGE (KOSOVO) - ORTHODOX
CHRISTIAN MONASTERIES NEAR
THE TOWN OF PEJA (KOSOVO)
The interesting transfer hike to the Rugova
Gorge begins with an ascent to the Lumbardhi
ridge, a vantage point that offers breathtaking
views towards the surrounding mountains and
Milishevc. The Lumbardhi Ridge (2.130m) is the
last obstacle that separates Milishevc (us) from
the Rugova Gorge. The first is an ascent hike to
the Lumbardhi ridge and then the steep descent
to Rugova Gorge. The barely visible route up to
the crest is rewarded with breathtaking views
towards Gjeravica Mountain (the highest peak in
Kosovo, 2.656m), Marjashi peak (southwest from
our position). Hidden behind the ridge, extensive
grazing grounds surround the pond at the foot
of Mt. Red Rock (Guri i Kuq, 2.522m). Across,
the ridge of Hajla promises us a panoramic hike
tomorrow. Our descent follows north along the
mule tracks, dirt roads, and some junctions until
we reach Rrugova Gorge. The main road is located
next to the river in the gorge and we take a short
minivan transfer to visit the UNESCO protected
Monastery of the Patriarchate of Pec which is
located at the very entrance of the Rugova Gorge.
The entire complex dates from between the
1230s and the 1330s. It is therefore not only the
centre of the Serbian Orthodox Church but also
an important repository of its cultural heritage.
Then we continue a 40-minute minivan drive
north to our guesthouse for overnight at the
charming village of Reka e Allages.
Difficulty level: Easy to moderate
Hike Details: 9 km, ↑500 m ascent, ↓1200 m
descent, 5-6 hours
Accommodation: Guesthouse
Meals Included: Breakfast, packed lunch
and dinner

Day
7

Day
8

HIKE FROM REKA E ALLAGES TO
DRELAJ, SUMMIT TOUR ON THE
HAJLA

After breakfast, this day we start with a hike
over mountain meadows and through shady
pine forest up to the pass at the foot of Mount
Hajla (2,403 m). This point offers open views
on the mountains, and the city of Peja, up to the
Kosovo plain. From here, you have the option to
rest at the nearby mountain hut or continue up
the steep trail to reach the peak. Multiple very
steep and partly trail-less routes lead to the
peak that forms the border with Montenegro.
Ascend is optional and you may opt-out to
keep the day short (< 5h). Daydream, read your
book or admire the surrounding flora instead.
Though challenging, the climb to the summit
will reward you with 360-degree views of the
mountainous Kosovo and Montenegrin sides
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of the border, making clear why Montenegro
earned the denomination “Black Mountains”.
The formal trail Peaks of the Balkans doesn’t
actually include summiting Hajla but we believe
it worth it. Colourful mountain flowers and rare
plants such as the edelweiss or the endemic
Albanian lily grows along the way, and in
late summer we can find blueberries in the
bushes. We descend on another route and
follow a high path down to our guesthouse in
the picturesque hamlet of Drelaj. You will be
delighted by another yummy dinner.
Difficulty level: Moderate
Hike Details: 15 km, ↑1,150 m ascent, ↓1,300 m
descent, 7-8 hours
Accommodation: Guesthouse
Meals Included: Breakfast, packed lunch
and dinner

Day
9

DRELAJ (KOSOVO) – KUQISHTE
– BABINO POLJE/PLAV
(MONTENEGRO)

Today we start the day with a short scenic
transfer (30 mins) to the trailhead. The route
climbs through an idyllic pine forest to the two
emerald lakes of Liqenat (1.850 m). At their banks
prospers a wide range of alpine flora and above
awaits the highest point of the official Peaks of
the Balkans route, the Jelenak Pass (2.272m).
Leaving the lakes, you’ll continue to climb until
you leave the forest behind and step up into
the mountains. The route follows southwest
uphill to the Lugu i Shkodrёs Pass (Shkodra
Pass-2188 m). The pass is called Shkodra Pass
because it used to be the pass of an ancient path
connecting this area and city of Peja with the
city of Shkodra in Albania. Caravans have used
this route since old times to move silver and
other goods to and from the coast - nowadays
it’s almost invisible. We continue uphill to the
Jelenak Pass, the place which invites for a rest
stop with scenic views of the mountains above
Plav, Theth and Valbona. Sitting among a field
of wildflowers, it is the perfect spot for lunch.
Next, the walk to Ravno Brdo Pass (2.178m)
is almost leveled, offers dreamy therapeutic
walking and good views. The last pass proofs
to be a magnificent view towards the rugged
peaks ahead of us and into the lush valley of
Babino Polje (meaning ‘Grandma’s fields’) below.
By mid-afternoon, you will reach Montenegro
and reach the village of Babino Polje.
Difficulty level: Moderate
Hike Details: 15 km, ↑1,150 m ascent, ↓1,050 m
descent, 7-8 hours
Accommodation: Guesthouse
Meals Included: Breakfast, packed lunch
and dinner
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Day
10

GREBAJA VALLEY (MONTENEGRO)
– THE CULMINATION OF
PROKLETIJE

The Grebaja Valley is one of the most aweinspiring in the Balkans, a narrow valley,
wedged between the karst towers of Karanfili
(2.461 m). The valley is U shaped, surrounded
by high sharp peaks resembling a titanic jaw
of a Balkan wolf. Here is a true paradise for
outdoor lovers! This is a place you should not
miss if you are doing the Peaks of the Balkans
trail. It is only a slight detour from the official
route but it is really a must-see and something
you will never forget.
We start the hike by ascending through shaded
beech forest, a last steep climb takes us to
the double peak of Popadija and Talijanka
(2.056m). From the top, there is a magnificent
view first to the nearby Karanfili, and then to
the Prokletije massif with all the highest peaks
and down to the beautiful valley of Grebaje.
We will choose the most suitable route, a ridge
walk which will bring you back to the track
down offering staggering views of the craggy
Karanfili Mountains, nicknamed – with good
reason – the ‘Dolomites of Montenegro’. During
the return journey, we will pass by the rock
carvings (petroglyphs) dating from the Neolith
Age of 600 years B.C. There is a primitive
drawing showing a wolf attacking a child, as
well as other Paleolithic carvings. Traversing
the narrow spine to a series of panoramic
viewpoints back onto the shaded forest path,
where the circular hike closes
Difficulty level: Easy to moderate
Hike Details: 10 km, ↑950 m ascent, ↓950 m
descent, 6-7 hours
Accommodation: Guesthouse
Meals Included: Breakfast, packed lunch
and dinner

Day
11

ROPOJANA VALLEY-THROUGH
THE HEART OF THE ACCURSED
MOUNTAINS - THETH

After breakfast, a short transfer will bring us to
the village of Vusanje (Vuthaj), where we load
our bags on horses and start the long trek to
Theth valley. Traveling up the Ropojana Valley,
formed in the past by a 26 km long glacier, we
stop at a pupil shaped karst spring Sava’s Eye
(similar to Blue Eye of Theth) where an ice-cold
river is born from melting snow high up in the
mountains. The mountain framed corridor
takes us to pass a dry lake, shepherd huts, and
an abandoned military post to the heart of the
Albanian Alps. A weathered border stone is
the only reminder of the once tightly sealed
borders of former Communist Albania. The
trail is flanked by the spectacular Karanfili
massif on the right and Maja Jezerces – the
highest summit of the Dinaric Alps on the
left. Walking forward we come to the foot of
the Mt. Arapi (2.217m), a canine tooth shaped
peak which stands high above the Theth
National Park forming the largest big wall in
the Balkans. Arriving at Peja Pass (1.711m), we
stop for our picnic lunch with a fantastic view
of the beautiful valley of Theth surrounded by
an incredible panorama. Then we go down a
steep well-trodden caravan path that leads by
the small café where we take a rest, and by a
short minivan transfer to a guesthouse in the
center of the lively village of Theth.
During farewell dinner, we celebrate the eventful
trek with our new friends, over recalling the past
days of travel and celebrating the memorable
journey through the Albanian Alps...
Difficulty level: Moderate
Hike Details: 14 km, ↑1000 m ascent, ↓950 m
descent, 7-8 hours
Accommodation: Guesthouse
Meals Included: Breakfast, packed lunch
and dinner

Day
12

DEPARTURE

After breakfast airport transfer is arranged.
After breakfast airport transfer is arranged.
Depending on the flight schedule, we will
explore the town of Shkodra.
Thank you for joining us for this adventure, we
hope you had a great time and hope it’s not your
last visit to the countries of warm hospitality,
countless mountains and exceptional nature!
Please note that the itinerary may change
slightly based on the weather and the needs
and desires of the group.
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Jeep Safari Multi-Day Tour:
„Great Montenegro Tour“

The Basic
• Holiday type - Jeep Safari
• Duration - 7 nights/8 days
• Locations - Podgorica, Kolasin, National
Park Biogradska gora, Durmitor National
Park, Zabljak, Niksic
• Group size - min 3 participants
• Difficulty grade - Easy
• Availability - June – Novembar

Trip Highlights:
• This tailor made off-road jeep tour is a life
changing experience filled with adventure,
culture, history, traditional cuisine and
unforgettable memories.
• Program exclusively designed to offer
participants the best combination of pristine
wild nature, an unforgettable local folklore
and traditions.
• During the trip you will see all the diversity
of the National Parks Biogradska Gora and
Durmitor: incredibly beautiful lakes, rivers,
picturesque slopes and mighty peaks.
• Jeep tour through Montenegro will give you
unforgettable emotions without a doubt,
a huge amount of memorable photos, and
a very tasty cocktail of impressions.
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Overview
Our 4WD jeep safari tour around Montenegro
will present you in a unique manner the
incredible nature of the mountainous regions
of almost whole Montenegro, its beauty and
diversity. You will see most of the country in a
short period of time, enjoy its most spectacular
wonders of nature passing through the two oldest
national parks and meeting the locals, who will
conquer you with their simplicity, heartiness,
kindness and widely known hospitality.
Our off-road vehicles with experienced drivers
will carry you around the inaccessible areas,
where even the vast majority of the locals have
never been, and you will enjoy the company of
a small group of people with similar thoughts
and life views in the unique atmosphere of
wild nature.
Imagine a country where nature, landscapes,
tastes and smells are so intense and diverse.
Everything one can wish for is located in a tiny
Montenegro, which proves that good things
really do come in small packages. Join us
in this adventure and you’ll be surprised how
exciting, fun and interesting a vacation in
Montenegro can be!

Pick you up right from the airport
Podgorica, Tivat or Dubrovnik and
drive directly to your hotel in
Podgorica. After refreshment in
hotel, you will enjoy getting to
know the capital of Montenegro and its rich
cultural heritage, archaeological sites like
Doclea and Medun or the Old town, Clock
tower, Ribnica fortress. Optionally, and
depending on the time of your arrival, we can
organize a visit and wine degustation at the
wine cell which belongs to the company owing
the largest vineyard in Europe in a single
complex. We will arrange a welcome dinner
in a local restaurant with traditional
Montenegrin cuisine. Overnight.

Day
1

Departure from Podgorica early in
the morning. We take an asphalt road
(40 km) to Korita. On the 13th kilometer
of the road there is the old town of
Medun, built as an ancient fortress,
with rich history and well preserved architecture.
We stop at Kucka Korita and hike briefly to the
viewpoint Grlo sokolovo (“hawk’s throat”)
located on the very Montenegrin-Albanian
border. We continue off-road to the next point
of our tour – Lake Rikavac, located 15 km away
from Korita.
Down the many serpentines, we descend to
Rikavac Lake, where we take a long break, in
order to enjoy the magic of a mountain lake and
have a picnic. After the break, we continue our
ascent to Carine Pass. We pass by the church
dedicated to Saint Elijah, a place of prayer at the
highest altitude in Europe, built at 1800 meters
above sea level. After the break we continue
the tour with our vehicles and descend through
the beech forest following Opasanica River
towards the village of the same name. We pass
through this village, continue to Matesevo and
Kolasin, where we overnight.

Day
2

This day we start in the morning
from Kolasin, where we take an
off-road vehicles (4WD) and drive
up to the Bjelasica Mountain along.
After photo break, enjoying the
view onto some of the highest mountains
massifs in this region, we proceed over the
roof of Bjelasica Mountain along the foothills
of the highest peaks to the spring of Biogradska
River. Further, we enter National Park Biogradska
Gora and drive to the most attractive viewpoint
above Pesica Lake. After we take a break to
make some photos at this amazing place, we
proceed through the scenic area of Bjelasica
Mountain up to the katun Dolovi Lalevica,
where the lunch with traditional food is

Day
3

organized. After lunch we drive along the curved
serpentine road through the Biogradska forest all
the way to Biogradsko Lake. Biogradsko Lake is
situated in the heart of the National park and it
is surrounded by thick forest, which makes it
unique and leaves a lifetime impression on all
those who had a chance to visit it. From the lake,
we go back to Kolasin. Overnight.
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In the morning, starting from Kolasin
we firstly go to orthodox monastery
Dobrilovina in Durmitor National
Park. After visiting the monastery,
through the village of the same name,
soon we catch up a mountain road toward
Zabojsko Lake, surrounded by thick coniferous
and beech forest, is located in the northeastern
part of Sinjajevina Mountain at an altitude of
1,516 meters. After a break, we return to the
asphalt road leading through the Canyon of
Tara River. Our next stop is one of the most
visited attractions in Montenegro – Tara Bridge.
At the time it was built, this bridge that stands
172 meters above the Tara River, was the
biggest vehicular concrete arch bridge in Europe.
Going further towards villages Njegovudja and
Zminica, amazed by the spectacular nature, we
arrive at the Zminicko Lake. After admiring
Zminicko, we continue towards Riblje (Fish)
Lake and Vrazije (Devil’s) Lake. Beside the
road are situated mysterious carved stone tomb
monuments (stećci) – dating from between
the 12th and 16th centuries (added to Unesco’s
World Heritage list in 2016). Arrival to Zabljak.
Overnight.

Day
4

The Panoramic Road “Durmitor
Ring” is one of the most impressive
routes in the region. Discover the
unique, wild landscape and
fascinating nature of Durmitor
National Park and Piva Nature Park in northern
Montenegro. Durmitor Ring is a circular route
of around 76km that will take you through
some of Durmitor’s most stunning sceneries.
During the trip, we will pass the highest villages
on the Balkans (Bosaca, Mala Crna Gora) through
the Susica River Canyon, until we reach the
village Trsa, where we make a lunch break. We
continue towards picturesque plateau Pisce,
passing by Prutas massif, enjoying the most
beautiful view at the highest peak of Montenegro,
Bobotov Kuk. Return to Zabljak. Overnight.

Day
5

Starting from Zabljak we drive towards
Sinjajevina Mountain and its
impenetrable landscape dominated
by grassy hills. According to the surface
area it covers, Sinjajevina is the largest
and most widespread mountain in Montenegro.
Sinjajevina is also known as the largest pasture
in the Balkans. Passing the Semolj Pass (1536
m), we’ll hit another real natural beauty – Lola
Mountain. Hidden in the middle of central
Montenegrin highlands, far from main roads,
this place provides absolute peace and calmness
for all people who came to enjoy it. Our next
destination is village Krnovo, famous for its
windmills. Passing by Krnovo wind farm, we
continue towards the Vucje ski-center, where we
will also take a break. Drive to Niksic. Overnight.

Day
6
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Day
7

RIVER CRNOJEVICA AND
SKADAR LAKE NATIONAL PARK

From Niksic we drive through Zupa and arrive to
Lukavica plateau, famous for its water springs.
With the impressive mountain peaks of Veliki
Zurim (2036 m) and Mali Zurim (1984 m), it is
still an unknown nature paradise and one of
the most beautiful parts of Montenegro. We
continue our tour and arrive at Kapetanovo
Lake. After a break (and possibly ascent to
Manito Lake), through Velje Duboko village,
and above another spectacular canyon — a
Canyon of river Mrtvica, we reach Medjurjecje
village and the Moraca River Canyon. The road
running within the Moraca River Canyon,
called Platije, is one of the most spectacular
roads in the world. You can enjoy observing
the beautiful contrast between steep, dark cliffs
and light, green river, while round, white peaks
of Maganik Mountain glow in the distance.
Arrive in Podgorica, where we organise farewell
dinner. Overnight.

Day
8

DEPARTURE OR
EXTENSIONS

Durmitor

Tara

Žabljak

After breakfast, you will be transferred to
the airport Podgorica /Tivat or Dubrovnik
to catch your flight back home. End of
the tour.
Note: In case you are arriving/leaving
one or two days before/after the group
departure do not hesitate to contact us
for organizing your stay and/or transfers.

Sinjajevina
Bjelasica

Hajla

Kolašin
Nikšić

Komovi
Kučka korita

Tivat

Prokletije

Podgorica

Rijeka
Crnojevića

INCLUDED:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7 nights/8 days
All accommodations
All breakfasts, welcome & farewell dinner
Packed lunches or picnics during tour and
homemade traditional Montenegrin lunch
on the 3rd and 5th day
All transfers – minivan and driver from and
back to the airport, as well as local transfers,
in accordance with the programme
English-speaking licensed tour guide
Experienced driver(s)
Parks entrance fees
Local tourist tax

NOT INCLUDED:
•
•
•
•

International flights tickets
Travel insurance (obligatory)
Lunches outside of the program
Personal expenses such as phone calls, alcoholic
beverages, souvenirs, extra transfers, tips, etc.
• Optional gratuities to your driver(s) and tour
guide
• Any items not explicitly mentioned in the
program
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Vlaha Bukovca 4
Podgorica, Montenegro
00382 69 110 100
info@wildmontenegro.me
www.wildmontenegro.me

